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Saturday July 19th 2014 at 6h30 p.m. Galleria Mazzoli in Modena will proudly present the second
solo exhibition of Devendra Banhart.

The exhibition will be comprised of several series of new works involving various 
techniques and materials, showing the evolution if his recent artistic research.

A significant part of the show will feature the “sphinx” series, where the recurrent 
motive is indeed the mythological figure with the human head and the lion body ― a protective 
symbol in ancient Egypt ― guardian of the forbidden gate of the underworld and a symbol for 
power and enigma in ancient Greece.

All of Devendra's monochromatic “sphinxes” are created with Indian ink on vintage paper,
providing the drawings with a nostalgic flavor, and appear like enclosed spaces which contain 
refined tales or nexuses of repeating lines, shapes and figures that sometimes become fantastic 
and visionary representations, some of whose traits recall petroglyphic engravings.

The repetition of some of the motives almost appear as the graphical representations of 
the tunes that we also find in his music, therefore underlining the close link between the artist's 
musical and visual expression.

The exhibition also explores the theme of still life. In the still life series Devendra 
interprets the classic genre using a different technique, that of oil on paper, which allows him to
experiment various chromatic variations.

The exhibition finally presents other new abstract works both on paper and wood.

BIOGRAPHY

Devendra Banhart exploded on the international music scene in 2002 quickly winning a coterie of
devoted fans as well as an unusually hefty amount of critical kudos right from the outset that 
has grown steadily through to the present. In tandem with his musical accomplishments Banhart 
has gained considerable recognition as a visual artist. His distinctive, minutely inked, often 
enigmatic drawings were presented alongside the work of the master Abstract painter Paul Klee 
at The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA) in the show Abstract Rhythms: Paul Klee 
and Devendra Banhart. Devendra’s otherworldly drawings are populated by whimsical characters
that seem suspended in an undefined pictorial space. His relationship to music, like Klee’s, is 
interdependent on his visual art practice. 



In 2006, Banhart’s work was shown at Emilio Mazzoli Gallery D'Arte Contemporary in Modena in 
Italy and the Deitch Projects Exhibit at the Art Basel Festival in Miami. Devendra had his first 
solo exhibit at Andrew Roth Gallery in New York and his art has since been presented at San 
Francisco’s Jack Hanley Gallery, the Atelier Cardenas Bellanger in Paris, “Uncertain States of 
America” show at Oslo’s Astrup Fearnley Museum of Modern Art and NYC’s Daniel Reich and 
Canada galleries. Devendra’s drawings graced the covers of four of his full-length CD releases 
and one EP as well as his major label debut on Warner Brothers What Will We Be.  Devendra’s art
for What Will We Be was nominated for a Grammy in 2011 for Best Recording Package. 

His work appears in “Live Through This, New York in the Year 2005,” published by Deitch 
Projects, New York as well as the “Vitamin D,” published by Phaidon. In 2011 Devendra’s art was 
featured in a MOCA exhibit “The Artist’s Museum” that included works of influential Los Angeles 
based artsist from the last 30 years. As part of the exhibit, Banhart collaborated with artist Doug
Aitken and musicians Beck and Caetano Veloso for an incredible musical and visual performance 
piece.

The critics’ acclaim and the size of his audience both at home and abroad earned by his debut 
Oh Me Oh My The Way The Day Goes By The Sun Is Setting Dogs Are Dreaming Lovesongs Of The 
Christmas Spirit was impressive to begin with and increased dramatically with each subsequent 
release: 2004’s Rejoicing In The Hands, Nino Rojo, 2005’s Cripple Crow, and 2007's Smokey Rolls 
Down Thunder Canyon.  What Will We Be is dominated by powerfully melodic, mid-tempo 
numbers played with relaxed expertise. But there's also ambitious stylistic range displayed with 
the inclusion of evanescent ballads like “Meet Me At Lookout Point,” the epic riff-rocker "Rats" 
sprightly R&B flavored groovers on "Baby,"  and the sultry Latin-flavored  stunner “Brindo,”  the 
Roxy-inspired "16th & Valencia, Roxy Music" among other pleasant surprises.

Devendra Banhart was born in 1981 in Houston, TX then moved with his family to live with his 
grandmother in Caracas, Venezuela. When his mother remarried, the family relocated to Encinal 
Canyon in California where he first began to play music and learned to speak English. He 
attended the San Francisco Art Institute but dropped out without earning a degree. Banhart’s 
first public performance was at the wedding of two friends Jerry Elvis and Bob The Crippled 
Comic. He then began a period of globe-hopping moving to Los Angeles, then Paris, back to San 
Francisco, then to Los Angeles writing songs and performing when and wherever he could 
manage.

Devendra Banhart has emerged as one of the most fascinating, unpredictable and inspiring visual
and musical artists of his generation and continues to surprise and delight an ever-increasing 
audience of fans and critics alike. 

More Information:

GALLERIA MAZZOLI
Arte Contemporanea
Via Nazario Sauro 62 , 41121 Modena
Tel. 059 243455 - Fax 059 214980
info@galleriamazzoli.com 
OPENING HOURS: Monday - Saturday 9.30-1.00 am; 4.00-7.00 pm
CLOSED FOR SUMMER HOLIDAYS from August 1st until August 31st 

 


